
  

 
 

 

A message from Richard Langford: 

Hi All 

I purchased from Mark Sadler the NG bits he had left (he had a TC carpet set I wanted). 

I had been purchasing bits from Mark as they appeared to swap on my TC and TF. Mark has 
been very helpful. 

Message or email me (richard.langford2000@gmail.com) for bits and pieces. I have a list that I 
try and post. I will try to keep the prices the same as MarkÕs (as they were sensible). Primarily I 
want to break even. A teenager from few houses down is keen to post/wrap so that will be an 
additional cost. 

My aim is to slowly list the parts on ebay - for long term visibility as well as on the Facebook 
group page. 

I also have the patterns and templates for the hoods and interiors – and will try and find a way 
to make electronic versions. They can be borrowed. 

I have highlighted the bits on the Findhorn and the NG parts lists.  (Some of the parts I will be 
keeping  - many have double of). 

I've also created a PDF document quickly.  It also contains some of my Gentry parts, Rover V8 
parts  or parts I got for my Henley that I have now sold. 

These are both very rough.  I haven't put /set prices yet.  Still working on the numbers to try 
and balance through.  I suspect some parts will be in more demand. 

I've also trying to decide how to approach this. Whether to just sell what I have or try and 
make complete usable packages of the parts (for example to get the missing hood pieces).  
Partly demand will dictate and what people are prepared to pay. 

Hope this helps.  If nothing more the highlighted list is invaluable for builders to see the 
possible parts and fixing sizes. 

Richard 

  

 


